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January 2019 KDMC events
7 January - Membership Night
Kilton Inn 8pm

Margaret Mullen

27 January - 'New Year' Autosolo
Booths Hall 8.30am

Duncan Wild

February 2019 KDMC events
4 February - Navigational Scatter Rally
Abbey Arms, Delamere 7pm

Mike Vokes / Graham Raeburn

23 February - Annual dinner and awards presentation
Larkspur Lodge, Knutsford 6.30pm

Mark Adams / James Atkinson
Lee Skilling / David Ward

My thanks to: Don Barrow, David Blackhurst, Amy Henchoz, Roger Hopkins, Mike Lawson,
Lee Skilling, Mike Vokes, Noel Watson and Duncan Wild who have all contributed to this
edition.
The next Bulletin will be published on 5 February. Please email your contributions for the
February Bulletin to Bulletin@knutsfordmotorclub.co.uk by 29 January at the latest. Please
let me have photos to go with the articles.
Mike Harrison

FROM THE HOT
SEAT

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Goodbye 2018 hello 2019

Mike Lawson. Chairman

A Happy New Year to every member of KDMC.
I hope everyone had the Christmas they
wished for and are now starting to recover
both physically and financially... I am slowly!
2018 rounded off with a superb Christmas
Party, I think the Kilton proved an ideal venue,
and it was good to see many joining in. Thank
you to James Atkinson for arranging, James
really is putting a great effort to regenerate the
social side of the Club, with 2018 finishing with
three excellent events in a row.

What’s more 2019 kicks off with the membership
night, which again is normally a great time to get
together, consider and plan the year ahead. If all goes
to plan not only will membership cards be issued but
also club decals / stickers.
It has been some time since we made a point of
visually promoting the club, so please display
prominently on your road car, competition car or both
in order that the KDMC logo is seen at as many events
as possible and throughout the North West.
I would like to suggest to everyone, have a look at the two ‘grass root’ championships we run:
- Twilight Series and Grass Championship.
Both are planned as non-damaging, arrive and drive introductions to Motor Sport, and
with the exception of the entry fee your Club
membership covers everything else. If you
want any further information have a word
with Mike Vokes regarding the Twilight Series
and myself regarding the Grass
Championship. Equally important and
enjoyable is involvement in the organising
and running of these events. (Remember you
get the points equivalent of a 2nd overall for
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organising)
Moving on to highlight some of the
bigger events in the near calendar, we
have the AutoSolo at Booths Hall on 27th
January, this is a change from our usual
venue at Demon Tweeks, but please
support anyway you can either by
entering or timekeeping. I know Mike
Timmins and his team always find it
difficult to get a full crew to help out on
this event, if you can come along it really
does help, and it should be a good day.
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Shortly afterwards, March 2nd, we have the Tour
of Cheshire (again / already, it seems like only 3
months ago!!! I hear you say).
I am still trying to get my mind round how close
it is, having had the 2018 event at the very end of
September.
It is not just the competition side that
is ramping up so quickly. I hope
everyone will have seen the
announcements regarding the
Awards Dinner at the Larkspur Lodge,
Knutsford. This year there is a new
organising team (with a variety of
experience in laying on celebratory
events). A new venue, (the food should
be excellent, as it is the same group
that look after the Belle Epoch, one of
the best restaurants in Knutsford).
Paul Woodford is the guest speaker
and for those who have seen him on
TV or at other presentations will know
that he will be a ‘lively’ after dinner
speaker, whose knowledge of rallying
and now motor racing with his new
MSV role, is probably the most up to
date in the country. So get February
23rd in the diary and book your
tickets, (which can now been done
on-line). I think a really great night
should be had by all members,
partners and friends.
All this going on and I have only covered to the very beginning of March!! I think this highlights
how much is happening within KDMC, and I really look forward to meeting everyone at all, or
at least some of these events.
If you are not sure because it is something you have not attended or been involved in before,
please, just give myself or any member of the Committee a call. We would love to have you
make full use of your 2019 KDMC membership.
Look forward to seeing you out and about with KDMC in 2019.
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COMPETITION

NEW YEAR AUTOSOLO
27 JANUARY BOOTHS HALL

Time to start your
competition for 2019.

Duncan Wild, Clerk of the Course

AutoSOLOs are very straight forward events. Use your
standard road car to drive a series of tests laid out in
the car parks at Booth’s Hall finding the correct
route round the cones, they are numbered to help
you. You can drop your worst time on each test
layout. If you are unsure then why not bring a
passenger to help you find the way. This is allowed,
but you must carry a passenger all day if you start
with one. As it is a clubmans permit event you do
not need a competition license so come and have a
go.

BOOTHS HALL 27 JANUARY

Car preparation is simple. Make sure you have the
battery firmly fixed. Remove any wheel trims and
make sure the brakes work. You have to wear a seat
belt, minimum is a lap belt.
.
Two rules to be aware of. You must drive to the
event, no bringing on a trailer and some sticky tyres
are not allowed, these are list 1b tyres in the
Motorsports UK rule book.
PCA. We are also running a PCA along side the
Autosolo. The cars for this event can be brought on a
trailer and do not need to be taxed and insured for
road use. You have to carry a passenger and a seat
belt, minimum a lap belt, has to be worn.

Regs are on the website or contact me;
Duncan Wild
(duncan.wild@btinternet.com) or
telephone 01244300511
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Help with PR work needed

JANUARY/FEBRUARY

2019

1,286

Can you help?

PR LETTERS TO BE
DELIVERED

We have just over 100 miles of regularity sections on this year's Tour of
Cheshire and ALL the properties on those roads need to have PR letters
dropped through their letterboxes. Can you spare a couple of hours, a morning,
an afternoon or a day to help?
If so please let me know either by phone 07785 707657 or email
mikeharrison1953@gmail.com

LE JOG VICTORY
FOR AMY
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LEJoG: 5 letters that simultaneously fill you with trepidation and
excitement.

LEJoG: 5 letters that simultaneously fill you with trepidation and excitement.
There was never any real doubt about whether I was going to do the event, but as usual with
events that run through the night there was that brief moment of consideration: did I really
want to put myself through that pain again? The struggle to keep your eyes open, the
extraordinary amounts of chocolate and fizzy drinks consumed to try and stop the numbers
swimming in front of your eyes, and then the days of recovery afterwards.
Why wouldn’t you?
So of course when Roger asked me if I wanted to do the event this year the answer was 100%,
unequivocally YES!
For those that haven’t realised yet, LEJoG is a 4 day event, (or day and night event) going from
Land’s End up to John O’Groats through as many of the tiny, winding lanes as feasibly possible,
all right for us in the little, manoeuverable MGB, but for those crews in the vintage cars this
must present more of a challenge.
I turned up at Land’s End Hotel just as signing on was
finishing on Friday afternoon and sat down to do the
plotting – of which there was rather a lot.
Many cups of tea, mince pies and hours of deliberation later
the plotting was done and I’d come to the conclusion that
it was right….either that or rather a number of us were
going the wrong way, We’d just have to wait and see. Now
off to the hotel for a relaxing swim and a beer before the
last solid nights sleep for rather a while.
Saturday morning came around far too quickly and soon
enough we were back at the Lands End Hotel, queuing
anxiously awaiting "our" minute. We were due to start with
a test in the hotel car park before a regularity to wake us up
properly or to try and catch out those of us still asleep
(normally me!).
Of course the first challenge after getting your minute is trying to get the harness on and
everything organised before pulling into the test start; success – thank goodness! A quick
blast around the car park with a very respectable time of 1’34, first in class therefore 0:00
penalty: excellent work Roger.

And into reg…
Time for me to wake up I guess.
Nothing too complicated on the maps but the jogularity notes showed a sneaky trick to
contend with, better make sure the trips are reading bang on. As those of you who have had
the pleasure of doing any event run by Guy Woodcock will know, the secret is in the details
and sure enough when it appeared the control was in a tiny lay-by, a quick nip in and out, get
the time and go again, nice and steady to the final control: 1s late, 1s early, bang on.
Not bad for the first reg, that could have gone a lot worse. Now then wasn’t it about time
something went wrong?
Ohh yes, so it was - Two long car park tests.
“Nice and easy, long way to go yet”, okay so maybe that’s not what I said, since when has a
Henchoz ever said take it easy? Nice flowing test, nothing too complicated, apart from the
finish. We went for a flying finish… which is not how it works on HERO events! Well, lets gloss
over that, first standard dropped but long way to go and it certainly isn’t going to be the last
one dropped.
The rest of the day progressed
smoothly, the pressure
mounting slightly as I waited
for the inevitable major
navigational hiccup to occur.
As darkness fell we made our
way towards Caerwent for
some notoriously difficult
navigation in the dark with
what feels like a million and
one slots that could all
potentially be the one you
wanted – this could be a laugh. 3 tests to warm up with and despite my moment of wanting to
settle down in the barn with the sheep for the night on the 2nd test (twice!) we still managed
to come out with only 6 seconds picked up over all 3 tests.
The MG proving it’s worth yet again!

LE JOG 2018
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SLIPPY........., GOING RATHER QUICK.
OH, AND IT WAS ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC!

Amy Henchoz studies the
instructions as Roger Tushingham
gets his foot down!

And into the private land reg start… How badly could
this go? The whole reg on tulips, most junctions only
a couple of 100th’s of a mile apart, cars going all over
the place: trust the trips and don’t follow the car in
front. It became rather frantic in the car as I tried to
calculate how late we were coming into controls,
count into junctions to get the right one, adjust the
trips to keep them right and work out how behind
we were, so for most of the reg I don’t remember a
whole lot other than slippy mud, numbers and going
rather quick. Oh, and it was absolutely fantastic!
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The second to last control was incredibly sneaky, as we approached the slot left 2 cars were
loitering trying to work out which way to go. “Left”, “Sure?” “Yes!”, sneak between the two cars
and immediately “Right and left” “Really….?” we slotted onto this track that barely constituted a
footpath let alone something a car should be on but sure enough under a bridge, road bends
left and into control. 28s late, I’ll take that.
Still on reg and out onto the public road, the difficulty as you exit places like Caerwent is to
manage to drop the speed, you’re so used to going like hell that it’s very hard to slow it back
down. Sure enough the final control 4 early, which compared to the rest of the penalties on the
reg is perfectly fine really. No minutes picked up which we took as rather a personal win.
Now well into the cover of darkness we started negotiating the winding Welsh lanes, navigating
some fantastic roads and negotiating the tricky slots. Having done very little rallying in Wales
this was something of an experience and I have to say easily my favourite part of the rally.
On clocking in we received our individual report for Leg 1: Bronze status, 1st in class, 1st overall.
Wait, that can’t be right. Car number? 27. Have I read it right? Yes, we’re first. That won’t last!
Into the two TC sections, at least the times are easy. Just stay on top of the maps. One very
tricky slot left into what looked like a farmyard but was in fact a yellow, understandably caught
a number of people out, but thankfully my convictions held with only a slight moment of
hesitation. Lots of amusement at the controls as first I yelled at Simon Frost thinking he was
going to chip my time-card a minute early, obviously he knew exactly what minute I wanted marginally embarrassing. A bit later a packet of Wine Gums appeared through the window
from Paul Dyas, nice bit of energy to keep us going.
I couldn’t say what time we finally arrived at the hotel but being so hyped on adrenaline
getting to sleep was rather difficult leading to a very minimalist 3 hours sleep.

Up again and ready for another day making our way across from Telford through Yorkshire and
up to Slaley Hall for a proper night's sleep.
The first reg held up to traditional expectations, if you weren’t fully awake it was going to be a
struggle. But luckily I’d had 3 cups of tea! 5 controls and a secret check, lots of private land
controls and nasty, close together junctions. Oh and I had a chat with the marshal at the secret
check, might account for the 57s we got at the next control… Into 3 more tests coming 3rd, 1st
and 3rd in class, going well! Nice and steady for the rest of the morning, that’s what we want.
Leaving lunch however was where it finally went wrong. In the Peak District now and home
turf: areas I know very well from rather an obscene amount of time spent there climbing.
Out of lunch I start plotting “Stay on this road”. The words I would live to regret. 6 km later we
arrived at a junction about 100 m from where we should have come out. The priority road
changed from the A road to the B road unlike what the map said, what if there was a secret
check? All the way back down, slot hair pin left, all the way back up, now for an organiser’s reroute. Enter reg within 2 minutes of OTL: 9 secs picked up over the whole reg. Rapid transport
to the next reg- 5 mins within OTL. Fantastic run on that reg and as we pull into the control at
the end of the white, counting in “5,4,3,2,1,stop.”, time-card out the window and oh… pork pies
in! Most excellent, and couldn’t have come at a better time as we we were running so close to
OTL stopping at the coffee halt wasn't an option. Pork pies on the fly, credit definitely due to
Niall Frost for those which kept us going through the next 3 regs. Definitely made it a lot easier
when we weren’t focusing on how hungry we were.
The next day saw a minor hiccup on my part, I thought the important information was
definitely going over the bridge, clearly I thought the slot left immediately after it was a need
to know basis. Quick reverse and left, oh dear: local car on single track road. Well we’d been so
lucky up until that point we had to get caught behind public traffic eventually. 55s picked up
at the control immediately after the car, a marginally silly feeling and fairly embarrassed
navigator.
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The run to Fort William consisted of 3 regularities. On the first we dropped 2 seconds in total.
We now headed onto the next one, only one junction, lots of speed changes: 1s total. And
finally to the last reg of the evening and bang on at the first control, “over bridge then slot left”,
but that was a farm yard, spin the car around, out the farm yard… and there’s another bridge
not marked on the map, typical! Left we go, adjust the trip and bang on in the next control.
One to go, can we make a clean reg? Pressure mounting, butterflies making themselves
known, could it happen? Enter control. Marshal reads the time. Dead on! Clean reg! Happy
navigator and much jubilation. The marshal thought it was very funny, glad we were amusing
people along the way. Now we just had to make it through the rest of the night and the
infamous Loch Ness Monster reg after a two hour break at Fort William.
49.21 miles long. 1:47:06 hours (if you got it all right). Middle of the night and I’d decided ages
ago that bothering to try to kip at Fort William was going to leave me in a far worse state so no
sleep for me. Let’s go! Thankfully we got given a marked map as we left the hotel so no panic
about misplotting, just misnavigating. At first glance the roads didn’t look so bad, on and off
the B roads a lot. Look closer… and as it turns out there’s very little to distinguish where on the
B road you are and how close to the slots you where: havoc ensued as cars went all sorts of
odd directions trying to find the right road. I had been warned of a sneaky slot as you turn
away from the Loch, “The Corkscrew” as I am told it’s called. The map shows 2 hairpins going
up a steep incline, in fact there are 8 and low and behold who can guess where the control
was placed? At the end of them. Sadly going up here we passed the final vintageant left on the
event: the couple in the Bentley, broken clutch. So close to the end and not only that but at
the point when it wasn’t going to rain any more. A real shame.
As the early hours of the morning slowly rolled in, 23h since we got out of bed, I started to find
myself drifting off mid reg, trying to focus on the trips and still feeling my eyes shutting.
Rooting around in the bags for water mid reg to try and stay awake, that failed too. In the end
what actually woke me up was the queue of 4 competitors we caught that shocked me
awake. So thank you to all of them since I was very much in danger of going to sleep, and
thank you to them all for pulling over instantaneously. One of the things that can make or
break an event is the competitors both on the road and at the bar and I must say this event
excelled in both areas and the final dinner was very sociable. Surprisingly the bar didn't empty
out - which considering the sleep deprivation was unexpected.
A fantastic event, so many thanks to all the marshals for making it possible and standing out in
all weather and hours and now I’ve finally recovered I look forward to it all again next year.
Thanks of course to Roger and a thoroughly prep’d car, I’m sure she’ll be looking forward to a
nice warm garage now and some tlc.
Amy Henchoz

(Ed: What Amy neglects to say is she won a Gold Medal and had the best
overall performance on the event - quite some achievement. Very well done!)

2019 Cambrian Rally
We have once again been asked to run on the stage for the Cambrian Rally on 16 Feb 2019,
we are running the Llyn Crafnant stage which will be run twice and is a new round of the
British Rally Championship (BRC).

The organising club, North Wales
Car Club, run one of the stages on
our Plains Rally, so it would be nice
if we can return the favour by
staffing the Llyn Crafnant stage
with as many KDMC members as
possible.
Phil Mostyn is the Stage
Commander and will require lots
of marshals and radio crews.
If you would like to help, please
contact Phil on
philmostyn@me.com

STAGE Stage 4 & 8
LOCATION Gwydyr forest complex west of Llanrwst.
ACCESS REF 115/ 756½ 618
SIGN ON/ START REF 115/ 758½ 619
SIGN ON TIME: 11.30hrs
DISTANCE: 4.89mls
1st COMPETITOR DUE
SS4 13.30hrs - arrival .... 13.33hrs – start
SS8 18.13hrs - arrival .... 18.16hrs – start.

John Whittaker R.I.P. 1933 - 2018
By Don Barrow
John was one of the founder members of KDMC.
John Whittaker & Don Barrow were cousins.
In 1958 a group of Knutsford motor sport enthusiasts founded Knutsford & District Motor
Club, with the headquarters at the Lord Eldon pub in Knutsford. As far as I can
remember they consisted of John Whittaker, Geoff Whittaker, Maurice Carver, Bert
Coburn, Ken Clawson and John Knott, plus maybe a few others.
John & Geoff Whittaker were brothers and lived at Mere Platt farm, Knutsford, just along
the road from Cotton’s, Maurice Carver (Secretary) was the editor of the County Express,
Bert Coburn (Chairman) owned Paradise Garage all in Knutsford and I cannot remember
what Ken Clawson did and John Knott (John Whittaker’s regular navigator) was a junior
auctioneer at Chelford cattle market.
John Whittaker was an established regular competitor on local restricted rallies and won
a fair amount of events in his Austin A40 Devon, Ford 100e Anglia and later his MG
Magnette. He was also a member of Lancs & Cheshire MC where he gained his rallying
experience’s’ which obviously influenced his thoughts and ideas which were
incorporated into the newly formed KDMC. Thus helping to guide a more competitive
nature into the events that KDMC were planning.
During these early years, Gill and I would drive to the finish of some night events and join
John and Geoff for the rally breakfast, and it was through watching them compete that
sparked my interest in rallying. I would use some of their old route cards to practice
plotting up the routes.
They all strove hard in 1958 to enrol budding members from a radius of 25 miles,
including myself and indeed the Club had a membership of 100 by 1959.
Mrs George Whittaker (Auntie Annie), John’s Mum, donated the Summer Trophy, which
is still the prestigious Driver of the Year award today,
So in fitting family style in 1959, John won the coveted KDMC, Driver of the Year Trophy
and ironically enough I won the Navigator of the Year Trophy too, although we never
competed as a paired up crew.
In the early days, finding a supplier of rally goodies was a big ask, so John & Geoff set up
a small company, Cranford Rally Equipment, based at Mere Platt, to supply the needs of
the motor sport fraternity.

As a young schoolboy, I spent many school holidays at Mere Platt where some USA
soldiers (The Yanks) were billeted in the farm buildings, this was all part of the build up to
D-Day. And with a panoramic view from the farmhouse towards Tatton Park, I used to
keep a logbook of how many soldiers practiced parachuting into Tatton Park. These were
from the constant stream of Dakota aircraft flying over. And in the early mornings I would
watch the shire horses being prepared for a hard days work in the fields. We all had great
times playing around the farmyard, orchard and ponds.

The scanned newspaper photo, taken at the 2nd KDMC annual awards night at Cotton’s
Hotel, depicts L to R - John Whittaker with the Summer Trophy, presented by the then
Club President, Col R. D. Martin-Bird, and Councillor J. N. Bancroft (Club Treasurer) and
myself holding the Navigator of the Year Trophy.
All enjoyable times, never to be repeated.
KDMC owes it’s thanks to John and his early pioneers who established Knutsford & District
Motor Club (Ltd) within the realms of UK Motor Sport.
With sincere condolences to John’s wife Evelyn, and their families.
John Whittaker – R.I.P.

COMPETITION

2019 KDMC NAVIGATIONAL SCATTER
RALLIES - THE 'TWILIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIP'
2019 Scatters

KDMC are once again running a series of Scatter rallies 3 in the Spring and 3 in the Autumn - a great way to
learn or hone map skills, and ideal for novices.
Monday 4th February - Scatter 191 - organised by
Graham Raeburn / Mike Vokes
Starting at the Vale Royal Abbey Arms, Delamere.

Mike Vokes, Competition Secretary
vokes@hotmail.co.uk
or tel: 07745 371386

Monday 4th March - Scatter 192 - organised by Alan
Smith, Bolton area.
Monday 1st April (oh dear...!) - Scatter 193 - organised by
David Ward / Julian Broadhurst, Macclesfield area.
Get the dates in you diary!! :-)
For information the later dates are Scatter 194 - 7th
October; Scatter 195 - 4th November; Scatter 196 - 3rd
December.

INVITATION

An Evening of Motorsport

24 January 2019

Blackhurst Garages dealership service
centre is on Shakespeare Way,
Whitchurch Industrial Estate, SY13 1LJ.

New KDMC member, David Blackhurst has invited
KDMC members to come to an ‘Evening of Motorsport’
at his dealership premises on Thursday 24 January from
19.00.
Entry is free. Refreshments will be available for a
donation to charity.

Tour of Cheshire 2019
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Can you help?

2 March 2019
Marshals, timekeepers needed.
To successfully run the 16th Tour of Cheshire we require timekeepers / marshals for Time
Controls on Regularity Sections and the Start / Finish of Tests. We also need Cone Marshals /
Observers for the 10 special tests.
If you are likely to be available, please supply the following information by e- mail to
marshals@tourofcheshire.co.uk
Your name, home town & contact mobile number
Your marshalling experience – are you an experienced Liege ClockTimekeeper,
Cone Observer/Marshal or somebody willing to help but needs some training.
How many people in your party with their names if possible
Can you marshal more than one location [ i.e.morning and/or afternoon]
If you have any questions now or later, please contact any of the following people:
Roger Hopkins – Joint Chief Marshal – M: 07925 651714
Noel Watson – Joint Chief Marshal – M: 07715 449125
Dale Cox – Test Marshals Co-ordinator – M: 07908 534981

Out and about with The Urban Rescue Kid
FAIRY TALE OF NEW YORK Jak się masz, It's been a quiet month event wise for me, I've been
busy behind the scenes with Plains Rally 2019 stuff like making logos and updating the event
website. The only notable event was the Grizedale Stages which happens in the Lake District
once a year and I ventured out with some friends as a radio crew for a relaxing day seeing
some in stage action for a change, This was also a little escape to celebrate my making it to
40 which I thought was lucky after nearly being like a fish out of water in the summer of 2016.
I started Gear Up to help with my cognitive recovery and sometimes I look back and go OMG
the spelling is atrocious! But it seems people enjoy reading it and probably know the purpose
of that newsletter, So I hope you all enjoy reading some more in 2019. Take a read here
www.catseyeresponse.org/gearup.html
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Grizedale Stages
I booked to do this rally months ago, in fact I think I was first on the list as a radio crew, so I set
about booking a room at the Windermere Hotel as I now no longer have the luxury of my transit
cafe 37. Joined by George, Mark & Andy, we made one celebration for my impending 40th
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It wasn’t really a bad hotel, proper oldy worldly and lots of banging doors in the night! Was it a
ghost or a massive swinging session happening with the coach load of OAP's from Rotherham on
a £99 quid weekend all-inclusive via coach with Shearing’s, who knows!
With an early start, we were up and about and in the forest at first light, we were posted at jnc 3
which was a red flag and meant George had to go out in the rain which didn't please her.
Lunch time was some homemade pork of the pie that George had baked herself - yummy!
It was great to see lots of KDMC members out on the event doing a great variety of different roles.
That’s me now for the year, Next event is the Northwest stages Press Day on the Rescue unit,
Having covered 48 event days mainly on rescue units and 5 training days I need a couple of weeks
break I think!
Lee Skilling

looking for a
new home in
2019 !
HAYNES WORKSHOP MANUALS

Escort Mk2

Golf Mk2

SCALEXTRIC TRACK

Range of old Scalextric track: mainly type D straights, Std Corners a few chicanes.
Limited number of tighter radius bends to make 4 lane track.

Any interest contact Mike Lawson michael.lawson2@btinternet.com
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